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I. ABOUT EZDYSON

ezDyson is a C++ code that calculates absolute photodetachment/photoionization cross

sections, photoelectron angular distributions (PADs), and anisotropy parameters (β) using

Dyson orbitals computed by an ab initio program. The calculation is based on the following

approximations: (1) weak field limit, i.e., the photodetachment or photoionization is treated

in a perturbative regime; (2) dipole approximation, i.e., assuming that the wavelength of

the radiation field is longer than the size of the molecule and that the process is one-

photon (first order in perturbation theory); (3) sudden approximation, i.e., we ignore the

interactions between the ejected photoelectron and the remaining core electrons (except

the electrostatic interaction, which can be accounted for using Coulomb waves); (4) strong

orthogonality condition, i.e., the continuum orbital is orthogonal to all states of initial

system, Ψ(N). We use either plane waves or Coulomb waves to describe the continuum

state of the photoelectron.

The code requires information from a quantum chemical calculation (geometries, atomic

basis set), details of the experiment (laser polarization, ionization energy, molecular orien-

tation, range of electron kinetic energies), the coefficients of the Dyson orbitals in the AO

basis, and the norm of the Dyson orbitals. The ezDyson input is in xml format; it can be

prepared manually. Alternatively, a Python interface can be used to extract data from an

electronic structure program and prepare an xml input automatically. A Python interface

is currently provided only for Q-Chem outputs. Dyson orbital calculations are implemented

within the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CC) suite of methods[1] in Q-Chem[2].

This manual provides a detailed description of the input structure and gives a number of

examples. It also presents a derivation of the working expressions using a time-independent

treatment of the photodetachment/photoionization based on Dyson orbitals and angular

momentum theory. The structure of the text is as follows: Section II presents a brief

explanation of the model and working expressions, Section III explains how to install and

run the program, Section IV explains the input structure and the relevant keywords, Section

V describes the output structure.
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A. Caveats

• Our early implementation of the Dyson orbitals (in the ccman module of Q-Chem) had

a bug leading to incorrect norms. A correct implementation is in the ccman2 module

of Q-Chem that was released in Q-Chem version 4.3. Please use the latest version of

Q-Chem for quantitavely correct photoionization/photodetachment cross sections.

• Python scripts provided in this ezDyson distribution are only compatible with with

the ccman2 Dyson code which is available in Q-Chem version 4.3 or later. Consult

Q-Chem’s user manual for EOM-CC and Dyson orbital calculations[3].

B. What’s new in ezDyson 3

A number of important bugs in an early ezDyson code have been corrected. The most

important difference is a new procedure for isotropic averaging, and the ability of the new

code to correcly compute cross sections with Coulomb waves. Some specific changes in the

code are:

• The expression for total and differential cross sections in dyson_main.C and

wavetypes.C are now consistent with the derivation in Section II of the manual.

• Fixed bugs related to reading of Dyson orbitals in AO basis which was leading to

incorrect norms.

• Added the ability to read basis sets with g-functions (pure and cart).

• Fixed compilation error related to undeclared “theSPH”.

• Several improvements to the efficiency of the code.

• Fixed a bug related to computing cross sections with Coulomb waves.

• Version 3.3 of ezDyson introduces a new analytical averaging scheme for total and

differential cross sections, described in Section II.

• A number of changes to the input and output structure have been made. See Sections

IV and V for details.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Absolute cross sections from Dyson Orbitals

We use atomic units in all derivations and in the code. The expression for calculating

the differential photodetachment/photoionization cross section, dσ
dΩk

, is [4, 5]:

dσ

dΩk

=
4π2kE

c

∣∣∣DIF
k (θ, φ)

∣∣∣2 (1)

k is the magnitude of the phototelectron wave vector k, E is the energy of the ionizing

radiation, and c is the speed of light. DIF
k is the photoelectron dipole matrix element:

DIF
k = u〈ΨN

I |r|ΨN−1
F Ψel

k 〉 (2)

where r is the dipole moment operator and u is a unit vector in the direction of the polar-

ization of light. Assuming strong orthogonality conditions (see final section for a detailed

discussion), Eq. (2) becomes:

DIF
k = u〈φd|r|Ψel

k 〉 (3)

where Ψel
k is the photoelectron wave function and φd is a Dyson orbital connecting the initial

(N -electron) and final (N -1-electron) states:

φd(1) =
√
N
∫

ΨN
I (1, . . . , n)ΨN−1

F (2, . . . , n)d2 . . . dn (4)

Eq. (3) can be expressed as a sum of its x, y and z components:

DIF
k =

∑
α=x,y,z

〈φd|rα|Ψel
k 〉cos(u, eα) (5)
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rα denotes the x, y, or z component of the dipole moment operator, and the cos term

represents the respective projections of the light polarization vector.

In the non-Hermitian EOM-CC theory, the expression for |DIF
k |2 depends on left and

right Dyson orbitals [6] and is given by:

|DIF
k |2 =

∑
α=x,y,z

〈φdL|rα|Ψel
k 〉〈Ψel

k |rα|φdR〉cos2(u, eα) =
∑

α=x,y,z

|DIF
k |2αcos2(u, eα) (6)

The photoelectron wave function, Ψel
k , can be treated as a plane wave:

Ψel
k =

1

(2π)3/2
eik·r (7)

The (2π)−3/2 factor is the “continuum normalization” typically used for plane waves. [7]

Plane waves can be written as a sum of spherical waves (this is known as the plane-wave

expansion) [8]:

eik·r = 4π
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ilRl(kr)Ylm(r)Ylm(k) (8)

Each spherical wave is characterized by its energy, E = k2

2m
, and angular momentum, l,

m, and is a product of a radial function Rl(kr) and spherical spherical harmonic functions

Ylm. Ylm(r) depends on the position vector r and therefore determines the shape of the

plane wave in position space, while Ylm(k̂) determines the direction in which the plane wave

travels.

We use orthonormal spherical harmonics:

Ylm(θ, φ) = Θlm(θ)Φm(φ) (9)∫ 2π

0
Φ∗m(φ)Φm(φ)dφ = δmm′ (10)∫ π

0
Yl′m′(θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)sinθdθdφ = δll′δmm′ (11)

For a plane wave, the radial function is a spherical Bessel function (Rl(kr) = jl(kr)).

Using a plane wave is appropriate when there is electrostatic interaction beteen the ejected

photoelectron and the remaining core. However, when the ionized core is charged and the

electrostatic interaction between the photoelectron and core cannot be ignored, one can use

a Coulomb wave instead of a plane wave. The Coulomb wave can also be expanded into a

sum of Coulomb partial waves using the same expression as Eq. (8), but instead of using

spherical Bessel functions, the radial part is given by a Coulomb radial wave function[9]:
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Rl(kr, η) = (2kr)le−
πη
2
|Γ(l + 1 + iη)|

Γ(2l + 2)
e−ikr 1F1(l + 1− iη, 2l + 2, 2ikr), (12)

where Γ is the Gamma function and 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function of the first

kind. η is the Sommerfeld parameter, which is equal to -Z/k in atomic units, where Z is the

charge of the ionized core and k is the magnitude of the photoelectron wave vector. When

Z=0, the Coulomb wave becomes a plane wave since Eq. (12) reduces to a spherical Bessel

function.

From Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) we obtain (see Ref. [10]):

∣∣∣DIF
k

∣∣∣2
α

=
(4π)2

(2π)3

∞∑
l,l′=0

l∑
m=−l

l′∑
m′=−l′

〈φdL|rα|ilRl(kr)Ylm(r̂)〉

×〈il′Rl′(kr)Yl′m′(r̂)|rα|φdR〉Ylm(k̂)Y ∗l′m′(k̂) (13)

We define CL
klm[α] and CR

kl′m′ [α] as:

CL
klm[α] = il

∫
φdL(r)rαRl(kr)Ylm(θ, φ)dr

CR
kl′m′ [α] = il

′
∫
φdR(r)rαRl′(kr)Yl′m′(θ, φ)dr (14)

The Cklms give the amplitude of each spherical wave that contributes to the final wave

function of the photoelectron. From Eqs. (13) and (14):

∣∣∣DIF
k

∣∣∣2
α

=
2

π

∞∑
l,l′=0

l∑
m=−l

l′∑
m′=−l′

CL
klm[α] CR

kl′m′ [α] Ylm(k̂)Y ∗l′m′(k̂) (15)

Eq. (15) provides the photoelectron dipole matrix elements between the Dyson orbital and

the photoelectron wave function, which allows us to ultimately calculate the total cross

sections, differential cross sections (for PADs), and β anisotropy parameter. Eq. (14) is

evaluated by numerical integration on a grid using Dyson orbitals computed by a quantum

chemistry program (given as an expansion over the atom-centered Gaussian basis functions).

From Eqs. (1) and (15), we obtain the expression for the differential cross section. At

this point we also multiply by the Dyson orbital norms (not shown in the equation below):

dσ

dΩk

|α =
8πkE

c

∞∑
l,l′=0

l∑
m=−l

l′∑
m′=−l′

CL
klm[α] CR

kl′m′ [α] Ylm(k̂)Y ∗l′m′(k̂) (16)

At this point we also multiply by the Dyson orbital norms and by degneracy factors (to

account for spin and orbital degeneracy, see Section II C), although these factors are not

shown in Eq. 16 above.
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Integration over all dΩ provides the total photodetachment/photoionization cross section

(see Eq. (11)):

σ[α] =
8πkE

c

∑
klm

|Cklm[α]|2 (17)

The derivation above does not include averaging over molecular orientations, and there-

fore is appropriate for a molecule fixed in a specific position in the lab frame and with a

specific light polarization that has components ex, ey, and ez. The differential cross section

and total cross section in this case will simply be the sum of the three x, y, and z compo-

nents of dσ
dΩk

and σ, respectively. However, in the case of an isotropic sample that consists of

randomly oriented molecules, one has to average over all molecular orientations. The way

to do this is explained in the two following sections.

B. Averaging over molecular orientations

The three components of σ[α] describe contributions to the total cross section from the

light polarized along eα from a molecule at a fixed orientation. In order to average over

all molecular orientations, one can instead average over all possible orientations of light

polarization, u. By doing so, one finds that the total cross section for isotropic averaging is

simply the average of the x, y, and z components of the cross section. This is exactly the

result derived in Ref. [11]. Note that for a single-photon experiment, there is no difference

in the total cross section computed using polarized versus non-polarized light [11]. Thus, no

additional factors should appear due to using polarized light, contrary to some remarks in

the literature.

This simple averaging procedure works for total cross sections, but it is not appropriate

for differential cross sections, PADs, and beta anisotropy parameters. Therefore, here we

present a more general averaging procedure that works for differential cross sections as well

as total cross sections. This is the averaging procedure implemented in ezDyson.

We begin with Eq. (13) and recognize that some quantities belong to the molecular frame

while others to the lab frame. In particular, the direction of the polarization of light (r) is in

the lab frame. Also, Ylm(k) and Y ∗l′m′(k) in Eq. (15), which indicate the direction that the

photoelectron travels, must be obtained in the lab frame (because the electrons are detected

in the lab frame). All other quantities are in the molecular frame. We will, for the most

part, follow the derivation presented in Ref. [12] for the averaging scheme.
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To rotate spherical harmonics from one frame to another we will make use of Wigner

D-matrices, which give the matrix elements of the rotation operator R [13]:

〈l,m |R(α, β, γ)| l′,m′〉 = δll′D
l
m,m′(α, β, γ) (18)

where R(α, β, γ) is a 3D rotation operator using Euler’s z-y-z (“yaw-pitch-roll”) conven-

tion to define α, β, and γ. Applying the 3D rotation operator to a spherical harmonic

function |l,m′〉 to rotate it to a new state |l,m′〉 and using resolution of the identity

(I =
∑
m |l,m〉〈l,m|) gives:

|l,m′〉 = R(α, β, γ)|l,m′〉

|l,m′〉 =
∑
m

|l,m〉〈l,m|R(α, β, γ)|l,m′〉

|l,m′〉 =
∑
m

Dl
m,m′ |l,m〉 (19)

Eq. (19) allows us to express spherical harmonics in the molecular frame as linear com-

binations of spherical harmonics in the laboratory frame. [14]:

Ylm′(θ′, φ′) =
l∑

m=−l
Dl
m,m′(α, β, γ)Ylm(θ, φ) (20)

Note that in Eq. (20) we use θ′ and φ′ to represent functions in the molecular frame, while

θ and φ represent functions in the lab frame. α, β, and γ are Euler’s angles that relate

the two frames to each other. We will use this convention for the rest of this section. We

can also express spherical harmonics in the lab frame as a linear combination of spherical

harmonics in the molecular frame by using the inverse of Eq. (20):

Ylm(θ, φ) =
l∑

m′=−l
Dl
m,m′(α, β, γ)Ylm′(θ′, φ′) (21)

Below, we make use of two properties of Wigner D-matrices summarized here. First, a

product of two Wigner D-matrices can be expressed a Clebsch-Gordan series [15]:

Dl1
m1k1

(α, β, γ)Dl2
m2k2

(α, β, γ) =
l1+l2∑

L=|l1−l2|

L∑
M=−L

L∑
K=−L

C l1 l2 L
m1 m2 M

C l1 l2 L
k1 k2 K

DL
MK(α, β, γ) (22)

C l1 l2 L
m1 m2 M

(and C l1 l2 L
k1 k2 K

) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. These are numbers (real num-

bers if using the Condon Shortley phase convention) that arise in angular momentum cou-

pling. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are equal to zero unless |l1 − l2| ≤ L ≤ l1 + l2, and

M = m1 +m2.
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The second property is the orthogonality relations Wigner D-matrices:∫ 2π

0
dα
∫ π

0
dβ
∫ 2π

0
dγ Dl1∗

m1k1
(α, β, γ)Dl2

m2k2
(α, β, γ) =

8π2

2l1 + 1
δm1m2δk1k2δl1l2 (23)

We will now revisit Eq. (13), which was written for a specific polarization vector rα. Intead

of rα, we will use light polarized along the z axis of the lab frame (we used the z axis for

simplicity, the axis we choose does not matter). We can write z dipole moment operator in

terms of spherical harmonics:

z =
(

4π

3

) 1
2

rY10(θ, φ) (24)

Eq. (24) simply comes from rearranging the definition of the Y10 spherical harmonic function.

Using Eq. (21), we can rewrite Eq. (24) in the molecular frame:

z =
(

4π

3

) 1
2

r
1∑

m2=−1

D1
0m2

(α, β, γ)Y1m2(θ
′, φ′) (25)

By expressing light polarization in the molecular frame, everything becomes consistently

in the molecular frame. However, as mentioned above, we need the final DIF
k to be in the

lab frame. Therefore, we need to express Ylm(k̂) in the lab frame using the relation in Eq.

(20):

Ylm(θ′k, φ
′
k) =

l∑
m1=−l

Dl
m1,m

(α, β, γ)Ylm1(θk, φk) (26)

Using Eq. (13) but replacing rα by Eq. (24) and using Eq. (26), we obtain:

|DIF
k (α, β, γ, θk, φk)|2 =

2

π

∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

l∑
m1=−l

1∑
m2=−1

((
4π

3

) 1
2

ilD1∗
0m2

(α, β, γ)Dl∗
m1,m

(α, β, γ)

∫
φdL(r)rRl(kr)Y

∗
1m2

(θ′, φ′)Y ∗lm(θ′, φ′)dr

)
Ylm1(θk, φk)

×
∞∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

l′∑
m′

1=−l′

1∑
m′

2=−1

((
4π

3

) 1
2

il
′
D1

0m′
2
(α, β, γ)Dl′

m′
1,m

′(α, β, γ)

∫
φdR(r)rRl′(kr)Y1m′

2
(θ′, φ′)Yl′m′(θ′, φ′)dr

)
Y ∗l′m′

1
(θk, φk)

=
8

3

∑
lmm1m2

∑
l′m′m′

1m
′
2

CL
klmm2

CR
kl′m′m′

2
D1∗

0m2
(α, β, γ)Dl∗

m1,m
(α, β, γ)

D1
0m′

2
(α, β, γ)Dl′

m′
1,m

′(α, β, γ)Ylm1Y
∗
l′m′

1
(27)

Where we have defined CL
klmm2

and CR
kl′m′m′

2
as:

CL
klmm2

= il
∫
φdL(r)rRl(kr)Y

∗
1m2

(θ′, φ′)Y ∗lm(θ′, φ′)dr
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CL
klmm2

= il
∫
φdR(r)rRl(kr)Y1m2(θ

′, φ′)Ylm(θ′, φ′)dr (28)

CL
klmm2

and CR
kl′m′m′

2
are not to be confused with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which in-

stead have 3 superscripts and 3 subscripts. Using the Wigner D-matrix coupling equation

(Eq. (22)) to couple the Dl and D1 pair of terms we obtain:

|DIF
k (α, β, γ, θk, φk)|2 =

8

3

∑
lmm1m2

∑
l′m′m′

1m
′
2

CL
klmm2

CR
kl′m′m′

2

×
l+1∑

L=|l−1|
C l 1 L
m m2 m+m2

C l 1 L
m1 0 m1

DL∗
m+m2,m1

(α, β, γ)

×
l′+1∑

L′=|l′−1|
C l′ 1 L′

m′ m′
2 m

′+m′
2
C l′ 1 L′

m′
1 0 m′

1
DL′

m′+m′
2,m

′
1
(α, β, γ)

× Ylm1(θk, φk) Y
∗
l′m′

1
(θk, φk) (29)

Finally, to average over all molecular orientations, we integrate Eq. (29) over all Euler

angles (α, β, and γ) and use the orthogonality relations of Wigner D-matrices (Eq. (23)) to

arrive to:

|DIF
k (θk, φk)|2 =

8

3

∑
lmm1m2

∑
l′m′m′

1m
′
2

(CL
klmm2

CR
kl′m′m′

2
Ylm1(θk, φk)Y

∗
l′m′

1
(θk, φk)

×
l+1∑

L=|l−1|

l′+1∑
L′=|l′−1|

C l 1 L
m m2 m+m2

C l 1 L
m1 0 m1

C l′ 1 L′

m′ m′
2 m

′+m′
2
C l′ 1 L′

m′
1 0 m′

1

× 8π2

2L+ 1
δLL′δm1m′

1
δm+m2,m′+m′

2
(30)

Plugging Eq. (30) into Eq. (1) gives the final expression for the differental cross section. In

ezDyson, the Cklmm2 coefficients defined in Eq. (28) are computed by numerical integration

on a grid. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients have been pre-computed up to lmax = 10 using

the algorithms from Refs. [16–18] and then simply looked up when needed within ezDyson.

C. Accounting for orbital and spin degeneracies

To compute the total cross section for a system, one needs to account for multiple target

states. If several target states F are accessible, (i.e., multiple ionized states when using

sufficiently high energy or when the target has multiple degenerate states), then one must
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account for their contributions to the cross section:

dσ

dΩk

=
4π2E

c
·
∑
F

kF
∣∣∣DIF

k (θ, φ)
∣∣∣2 (31)

Different target states give rise to different Dyson orbitals, according to Eq. (4). For non-

degenerate target states, one simply needs to compute cross sections for the individual states

separately and add them up. Spherically averaged cross sections for systems with symmetry

related degeneracies can be computed by calculating the cross section corresponding to one

degenerate state and multiplying it by the number of the states in the manifold. That is,

the cross section for photodetachment from F− corresponding to the F(2P) channel is:

σ(2P ) = 3× σ(φd ≡ pz) (32)

Likewise, for ionizations from π orbitals in CO or acetylene, the cross sections should be

multiplied by 2.

One needs also to account for spin-degeneracy of the target states. For ionization of

closed-shell singlet states, the cross section should be multiplied by 2. The derivation is

given below.

For ionization of a singlet state, the target state of the ionized system is a singlet-coupled

ΨF
N−1Ψel

k giving rise to the following expression for |DIF
k |:

|DIF
k |2 =

∣∣∣∣∣〈ΨI
N |µ|

1√
2

(
ΨF
N−1(α)Ψel

k (β)−ΨF
N−1(β)Ψel

k (α)
)
〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
1

2

(
〈ΨI

N(α) |µ|ΨF
N−1(β)Ψel

k (α)〉2 + 〈ΨI
N(β) |µ|ΨF

N−1(α)Ψel
k (β)〉2

−2〈ΨI
N(α) |µ|ΨF

N−1(β)Ψel
k (α)〉〈ΨI

N(β) |µ|ΨF
N−1(α)Ψel

k (β)〉
)

=
1

2

(
〈φd(β) |µ|Ψel

k (β)〉2 + 〈φd(α) |µ|Ψel
k (α)〉2 − 2〈φd(β) |µ|Ψel

k (β)〉〈φd(α) |µ|Ψel
k (α)〉

)
= 2

∣∣∣〈φd(x) |µ|Ψel
k (x)〉

∣∣∣2
where φd(x) is a spatial part of the Dyson orbital defined by Eq. (4). Note that α and β

Dyson orbitals have different signs because a pair α and β electrons need to be swapped

either in ΨI or ΨF when applying Eq. (4).

D. Accounting for Franck-Condon factors (FCFs)

In molecules, it may be important to account for the vibrational wave functions of the

initial and final states by computing the photoelectron dipole matrix element, DIF
k , for
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each vibronic transition and then using these in Eq. (1). Within the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation, we obtain:

DIF
nn′k = u〈ΨN

I ξ
I
n|r|ΨN−1

F ξFn′Ψel
k 〉 (33)

where ξIn and ξFn′ are the vibrational wave functions of the nth vibrational level of the ini-

tial electronic state and the n′ th vibrational level of the final electronic state, respectively.

Within the Condon approximation (i.e., assuming that the electronic wave functions depend

weakly on nuclear coordinates so that the photoelectron dipole matrix element can be eval-

uated at a fixed nuclear geometry, R0, corresponding to the equilibrium geometry of the

initial state), we obtain:

DIF
nn′k = u〈ΨN

I (R0)ξIn(R)|r|ΨN−1
F (R0)ξFn′(R)Ψel

k 〉

DIF
nn′k = u〈ΨN

I (R0)|r|ΨN−1
F (R0)Ψel

k 〉〈ξIn(R)|ξFn′(R)〉

DIF
nn′k = DIF

k (R0)〈ξIn(R)|ξFn′(R)〉 (34)

The square of the photoelectron dipole matrix element is therefore:

∣∣∣DIF
nn′k

∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣DIF

k

∣∣∣2 〈ξIn|ξFn′〉2 (35)

The 〈ξIn|ξFn′〉 term is called the Franck-Condon overlap integral factor (FCF), and can be

computed by an independent program, ezSpectrum. [22]

By combining Eqns. (1) and (35), we obtain:

dσ

dΩk

=
4π2

c
E
∑
nn′

Pn
∣∣∣DIF

nn′k

∣∣∣2 =
4π2

c
E
∑
nn′

Pn
∣∣∣DIF

k

∣∣∣2 〈ξIn|ξFn′〉2 (36)

Pn, the population of vibrational level n, was added to account for the potential thermal

population of initial vibrational states. The sum of all Pn is 1. E in Eq. (36) is the energy

of the ionizing radiation, which is equal to the energy of the vibronic transition plus the

kinetic energy of the photoelectron (Ek). Thus, the latter is:

Ek =
k2
nn′

2
= E − IEIF

00 − (EF
vib(n)− EI

vib(n
′)) = E − IEIF

00 −∆Evib(n, n
′) (37)

where E is, as before, the energy of the ionizing radiation, IEIF
00 is the ZPE corrected

adiabatic ionization/detachment energy of the initial state, and Ei
vib(n) and Ef

vib(n
′) are the

excess vibrational energies of the initial and final states above n = 0 and n′ = 0, respectively.
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Eq. (36) requires summing over DIF
k for different vibronic transitions. Since DIF

k is

only computed for discrete values of Ek, performing the simulation is not entirely trivial,

so we have provided a script that computes the result of Eq. (36) for discrete energies

automatically. Details on how to use this script are in Section V C.

E. Computing PADs and the beta anisotropy parameter

Information about the PAD can be obtained by looking at the differential cross section

which is obtained from Eq. (16). For PAD calculations in the molecular frame, the laser

polarization must be along the z-axis, since then one only needs to consider the dependence

of the cross section on θ and not φ. ezDyson computes the cross section at 101 values of θ

at equal intervals and print them in a separate output file. These can be plotted to view the

angular distribution of the photoelectrons as a function of θ. The β anisotropy parameter

can also be computed by looking at the value of the differential cross section at θ = 0 (σpar)

and θ = π
2

(σperp). The expression used to compute the β anisotropy parameter is [10]:

β =
2(σpar − σperp)
σpar + 2σperp

(38)

If the calculation is in the lab frame, the averaging scheme in Section II B is used

to compute spherically averaged PADs and anisotropy parameters. For molecular frame

calculations, on the other hand, (σpar) and (σperp) are computed for a specific orientation of

the molecule and assuming that z-polarized light is used. Therefore, for non-averaged PAD

and β calculations, the user must specify z-polarized light in the ezDyson input.

III. RUNNING EZDYSON

A. Installation

To extract the files, execute:

tar -xzf ezdyson.v3.tar.gz

A general Linux compiled executable is included (exedys). Makefiles for different platforms

are also provided in the main directory. If necessary to recompile for a different platform,

copy the mk file for the proper platform into makefile and run:
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make clean

then:

make

B. Using ezDyson with the GNU Scientific Library

ezDyson has a built-in code for running calculations with the photoelectron wave function

treated as a Coulomb wave. This code is adapted from the PL/1 code in ref. [19]. However,

this code may be CPU intensive (especially for smaller kinetic energies and higher angular

momenta). It can also lead to “N/A” or incorrect cross sections if very small kinetic energies

are used. To prevent this, ezDyson does not compute cross sections for kinetic energies

smaller than 0.1 eV if Coulomb waves are required. For more details, see the description of

the free_electron section of the input in Section IV below.

More advanced users may be interested in running ezDyson with the Coulomb code that is

available as part of the GNU Scientific Library (GSL).[20] The GSL version of the Coulomb

wave function is more efficient that the code currently used in ezDyson, and moreover

does not suffer from problems for computing the Coulomb waves at low kinetic energies.

Therefore, we also provide a makefile mk.gsl that can be used to compile ezDyson with

GSL libraries. Please note that the user must have already installed the GSL libraries

beforehand, and may have to modify the mk.gsl file to point to the correct “include” and

“lib” directories. We also provide a modified wavetypes code that works with GSL to

compute Coulomb and Bessel radial functions. To install ezDyson with GSL, please follow

these commands:

make clean

cp wavetypes.gsl.C wavetypes.C

cp wavetypes.gsl.h wavetypes.h

cp mk.gsl makefile

make

C. Running the program

The format for running an ezDyson calculation is:
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exedys filename.xml >& filename.out &

To run the calculation in parallel, the OMP_NUM_THREADS environmental variable should be

set equal to number of processors:

setenv OMP_NUM_THREADS 4

or, if using bash:

set OMP_NUM_THREADS=4

export OMP_NUM_THREADS

To run the calculation in series, OMP_NUM_THREADS must be set to 1 to avoid a possible

segmentation fault.

Consult the following section (Section IV) on how to generate the input xml file. For

information on the output files generated and the information contained in them, see Section

V.

IV. INPUT FILE

A. Generating input files

ezDyson input files are written in the xml format. Python scripts are available to au-

tomatically convert Q-Chem outputs with Dyson orbital calculations to an ezDyson xml

input. However, details regarding the photoelectron experiment need to be specified manu-

ally by the user. The Python scripts are located in /xmlsamples/makexml_scripts. One

script (make_xml_IPEA.py) works with EOM-IP or EOM-EA transitions computed with

respect to the reference (CCSD) configuration. The second script (make_xml_EE.py) works

with EOM-IP or EOM-EA transitions computed with respect to excited (EOM-EE) states.

Finally, the third script (make_xml_SF.py) works with spin-flip transitions to/from IP/EA

states. Please note that while the EE script is selective to EE transitions, the SF script

includes all transitions including those from the high-spin reference. Finally, a fourth script,

(make_xml_molden.py), may be used to get restricted HF or DFT KS orbitals from Q-Chem

output files which were run with (molden_format=true).

The scripts can be used with the following command format:
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make_xml_XX.py <filename.xml> <Q-Chem_dyson_job.out>

Once the input is ready, the user may run the program (see Section III).

B. Input file structure

Here we explain the input structure and keywords for ezDyson by looking at a sam-

ple input file for calculating the photodetachment cross section from a fluoride an-

ion. The sample xml input and the associated Q-Chem output file can be found in

/xmlsamples. fanion_default.xml is the xml default file generated from the Q-Chem

output fanion.in.out using the Python script, while fanion.xml is the same file already

customized with details of the experiment, and ready to run.

----------------------------------------------

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<root

job = "dyson"

>

----------------------------------------------

The first entry in the input specifies the job kind, and only has one only one option,

"dyson", so does not need to be modified.

---------------------------------------------------

<geometry

n_of_atoms="1"

text = "

F 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

"

/>

---------------------------------------------------

The <geometry> field requires the number of atoms, followed by a list where each line

contains the atom type and the Cartesian coordinates. If the input is prepared manually,

make sure that the geometry in the ezDyson input is in the same orientation as in the

electronic structure program that generated the Dyson orbitals.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<free_electron

l_max = "3"

charge_of_ionized_core = "0" >

<k_grid n_points="3" min="0.01" max="2.01" />

</free_electron>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The free_electron field refers to the description of the photoelectron, and it requires

the user to input the maximum angular momentum number, l, for which spherical waves

RklYlm will be generated and the dipole moment matrix elements calculated. Only functions

with l up to 10 are implemented, but even this is excessive. For a faster performance we

recommend to use smaller l_max. As follows from the spherical harmonics expressions, the

+m and −m components should always give identical results. For each l, all possible m

projections are considered. The point group symmetry is not enforced, so if by symmetry

certain m values should lead to zero transition dipoles, check for consistency in the output

file. For atoms, one can save computing time by including only waves with l up to the

angular momentum of the corresponding Dyson orbital plus 1, consistent with the selection

rule. For instance, in the case of F−/F where the Dyson orbital is of a p character (l=1), it

is reasonable to use l_max = "2".

The charge_of_ionized_core field refers to the charge of the system after photoejection

of the electron. If it is set to zero, the photoelectron wave function is treated as a plane

wave. This is the case for photodetachment, i.e., when the initial system is an anion and the

ionized core is neutral. However, if charge_of_ionized_core is set to a non-zero positive

integer, Coulomb waves are used instead of plane waves to account for the electrostatic

interaction between the photoelectron and the ionized core of charge inputted in the field

above. For photoionization of a neutral system, it is reasonable to use 1 for the charge of

the ionized core. [21]

Note: For larger molecules, using a Coulomb wave with charge of ionized core = 1 may

not always be the best option. In some cases, it may be reasonable to use plane waves

even for photoionization where the actual charge of the core is 1. Also, it is possible to

use a partial (effective) charge to describe a Coulomb wave that interacts more weakly with

the core. It is not always clear what the best option would be for the description of the

photoelectron. This is a topic that is being studied still, so it is left to the user to decide
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what to use for charge_of_ionized_core, even if it is not the “actual” charge of the ionized

core. See Ref. [21] for more details.

The next line contains the number of Ek’s for which the cross section should be computed.

On the same line the minimum and maximum Ek should be provided in eV, and the program

generates an equally spaced number of energy points in the range provided. If the cross

section is only needed at one Ek value, the user may specify n_points = "1". In that case,

the cross section will only be computed for the min Ek value.

Note that if charge_of_ionized_core is non-zero, ezDyson will not be able to compute

cross sections for small kinetic energies. Therefore, it is recommended to use a minimum

Ek of 0.1 eV or more. If a smaller Ek is used and charge_of_ionized_core is non-zero, a

warning message will appear and the cross sections for these small Ek’s will be set to zero

automatically by the program. This problem can be avoided by using ezDyson with the

GNU Scientific Library (see Section III).

-----------------------------------------------------

<averaging

method= "avg"

method_possible_values="noavg, avg" >

</averaging>

-----------------------------------------------------

In the averaging field the user may specify if they want the calculation in the molec-

ular frame (noavg) or the lab frame (avg). "noavg" computes the dipole matrix elements

considering only one orientation of the molecule with respect to laser polarization, as both

specified in the ezDyson input. "avg" computes the spherically averaged matrix elements

and therefore spherically averaged cross sections, PADs, and anisotropy parameters (see

Section II B).

-----------------------------------------------------

<laser

ionization_energy = "3.40" >

<laser_polarization x="0.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" />

</laser>

-----------------------------------------------------

Next, information about the laser should be modified according to the experimental setup

represented by the calculation. The ionization energy (IE) entry (in eV) is a property of

the molecule/anion to be ionized (notice this is different from the energy of the ionizing
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radiation, which is the sum of the IE and Ek) . We recommend to use the best available IE

(e.g., the experimentally determined value). If the absolute cross sections are not required

(e.g., as in β anisotropy calculations), providing any number is good enough for running the

program.

One should be careful in cross section calculations when several vibrational transitions

are involved. A recommended option is to provide the ionization energy for the 0-0 transition

and to recalculate the cross sections for other vibrational transitions by rescaling the 0-0

dipole moments elements, as described in Sections II D and V C.

The laser_polarization refers to the polarization of the laser with respect to the molec-

ular axis in the input orientation. This field is only meaningful if no averaging is used (in

the molecular frame). If the calculation is done in the lab frame, any information entered

for the laser polarization is ignored. Note that PAD calculations in the molecular frame

(noavg) are only correct if laser polarization is x="0.0" y="0.0" z="1.0". If a different

polarization is used, the PAD and β anisotropy calculations would be incorrect.

---------------------------------------------------

<lab_xyz_grid>

<axis n_points="201" min="-10.0" max="10.0" />

</lab_xyz_grid>

---------------------------------------------------

lab_xyz_grid contains information about the dimensions of the xyz Cartesian grid (in

Å) used for numerical integration to obtain Cklm, Eq. (14) in Section II. Usually a 0.1 Å

(sometimes even 0.2 Å) spacing on each axis gives good results. Convergence with respect to

the density of the xyz grid is quite readily achieved, although the user should check for the

norm of the Dyson orbital to make sure the xyz box is large enough. The norm of the Dyson

orbitals from Q-Chem, as integrated on the grid, should be very close to 1.0 since Q-Chem

prints the coefficients of normalized Dyson orbitals. The norms are printed separately in

the Q-Chem output, and are simply read from theezDyson input (see below).

---------------------------------

<job_parameters

unrestricted = "false"

Dyson_MO_transitions = "1"

spin_degeneracy = "2"

orbital_degeneracy = "3"

number_of_MOs_to_plot="0"

MOs_to_plot = ""
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/>

---------------------------------

<job_parameters> refers to details of the Dyson calculation by the ab initio program,

e.g. Q-Chem. For both unrestricted and restricted HF calculations, two Dyson orbitals

are read (alpha-left and alpha-right). Dyson_MO_transitions may be used to select which

ionizing transition the ezDyson calculation needs to consider from the list of Dyson orbitals

that follows below in the <dyson_molecular_orbitals> field. If the Python script was used

to generate the ezDyson input, all Dyson orbitals would be copied into the ezDyson input

but only the last transition is indicated in the Dyson_MO_transitions field. Therefore, it is

necessary to specify which Dyson orbitals to use for the ezDyson calculation. For example,

assume that the Dyson orbitals for photodetachment from the ground state of O− to the

ground state of O and to the first two excited states of O are calculated in Q-Chem. A total

of 6 orbitals would be printed in the <dyson_molecular_orbital> section (two for each

transition). Specifying Dyson_MO_transitions = "2" means that the 3rd and 4th orbitals

are the ones to be used in the ezDyson calculation, corresponding to the ionization of O−

to the first excited state of O.

The spin_degeneracy and orbital_degeneracy fields are used to multiply the cross

sections by the correct factor to account for spin and orbital degeneracies, as explained in

Section II C. For photodetachment from F−, there is a factor of two for spin degeneracy (one

could ionize either the alpha or beta electron) and a factor of three for orbital degeneracy

(there are three p orbitals from which ionization could take place).

If number_of_MOs_to_plot is different from 0, a mosplot.dat file is generated, contain-

ing the profile along the z molecular axis of the molecular orbitals specified in MOs_to_plot.

Generally, this feature is useful if one wants to check for oscillatory behavior in the asymp-

totic region of the Dyson and/or HF orbitals. The left and right Dyson orbital profiles

along x, y and z are printed by default in orbitalL.dat and orbitalL.dat, respectively.

number_of_MOs_to_plot="0" and MOs_to_plot = "" are the defaults and no MOs profiles

are printed. The format for generating HF molecular orbitals profiles in mosplot.dat is for

example, number_of_MOs_to_plot="3" and MOs_to_plot = "5 6 9", for 5th, 6th and 9th

MOs to be printed.

----------------------------------------------------------

<basis
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n_of_basis_functions="46"

AO_ordering = "Q-Chem"

purecart=" 111 (5D)">

<atom

text = "

F 0

S 8 1.000000

1.95000000E+04 5.07000000E-04

2.92300000E+03 3.92300000E-03

6.64500000E+02 2.02000000E-02

1.87500000E+02 7.90100000E-02

6.06200000E+01 2.30439000E-01

2.14200000E+01 4.32872000E-01

7.95000000E+00 3.49964000E-01

8.81500000E-01 -7.89200000E-03

S 8 1.000000

1.95000000E+04 -1.17000000E-04

2.92300000E+03 -9.12000000E-04

6.64500000E+02 -4.71700000E-03

1.87500000E+02 -1.90860000E-02

6.06200000E+01 -5.96550000E-02

2.14200000E+01 -1.40010000E-01

7.95000000E+00 -1.76782000E-01

8.81500000E-01 6.05043000E-01

S 1 1.000000

2.25700000E+00 1.00000000E+00

S 1 1.000000

3.04100000E-01 1.00000000E+00

P 3 1.000000

4.38800000E+01 1.66650000E-02

9.92600000E+00 1.04472000E-01

2.93000000E+00 3.17260000E-01

P 1 1.000000

9.13200000E-01 1.00000000E+00

P 1 1.000000

2.67200000E-01 1.00000000E+00

D 1 1.000000

3.10700000E+00 1.00000000E+00

D 1 1.000000

8.55000000E-01 1.00000000E+00

F 1 1.000000

1.91700000E+00 1.00000000E+00

S 1 1.000000

9.15800000E-02 1.00000000E+00

P 1 1.000000

7.36100000E-02 1.00000000E+00

D 1 1.000000
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2.92000000E-01 1.00000000E+00

F 1 1.000000

7.24000000E-01 1.00000000E+00

****

"

/>

</basis>

----------------------------------------------------------

The <basis> field contains information about the basis set used for computing the Dyson

orbital. n_of_basis_functions requires the total number of AO basis functions for the

molecule.

After that, the AO_ordering field can be used to indicate in which program/format the

Dyson orbital coefficients were originally printed, since different programs sometimes print

orbital coefficients in a different order. If the Dyson orbitals come from Q-Chem, then “Q-

Chem” must be used for this field (this is the default). The second alternative is “Molden”,

if the Dyson orbitals were printed in Molden format.

Next, a 3-4 string of numbers is expected for purecart, specifying if pure (1, e.g. 5d)

or Cartesian (2, e.g. 6d) Gaussians are used for hgfd functions (or, if three numbers are

provided, for gfd functions). Default is 1111. Note that ezDyson currently cannot process

Dyson orbitals computed with basis sets that include h-functions and higher l.

Next, the program requires a list of the atoms and basis functions in the same or-

der of atoms as the in the “geometry” field. The basis set is specified in the Q-Chem format:

X 0

L K scale

α1 CLmin
1 CLmin+1

1 ... CLmax
1

α2 CLmin
2 CLmin+1

2 ... CLmax
2

.

.

.

αK CLmin
K CLmin+1

K ... CLmax
K

***

where
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X - Atomic symbol of the atom (atomic number is not accepted);

L - Angular momentum symbol (S, P, SP, D, F);

K - Degree of contraction of the shell (integer);

scale - Scaling to be applied to exponents (default is 1.00);

αi - Gaussian primitive exponent (positive real number);

CL
i - Contraction coefficient for each angular momentum (non-zero real numbers).

Basis sets for each atom are terminated with ****. No blank lines can be incorpo-

rated within the general basis set input. Note that more than one contraction coefficient

per line is required for compound shells like SP.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<!-- DMOs and MOs BELOW ARE FROM THE "fanion.in.out" Q-CHEM OUTPUT -->

<dyson_molecular_orbitals>

<DMO norm="0.9552" transition="[REFERENCE|Mu|STATE 1/B1u ]"

comment="dyson left-right alpha"

text="

-8.3859134429139848e-18

...

-2.6449557295922315e-09

" />

<DMO norm="0.9425" transition="[REFERENCE|Mu|STATE 1/B1u ]"

comment="dyson right-left alpha"

text="

-7.3562475222956452e-18

...

-1.0872190443650134e-09

" />

</dyson_molecular_orbitals>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<dyson_molecular_orbitals> contains a list of the Dyson orbitals coefficients in AO

basis in the order:

Transition1 left alpha Dyson

Transition1 right alpha Dyson

Transition2 left alpha Dyson

Transition2 right alpha Dyson

... etc.
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At the top of each Dyson orbital the norm and two comments (transition="" and

comment="") are required.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

<molecular_orbitals total_number="46">

<alpha_MOs>

<MO type="alpha" number="1" text="

+5.47709686103895809772E-01

...

" />

...

<MO type="alpha" number="46" text="

-4.09334610487952866773E-16

...

" />

</alpha_MOs>

<beta_MOs>

<MO type="beta" number="1" text="

+5.47709686103895809772E-01

...

" />

...

<MO type="beta" number="46" text="

-4.09334610487952866773E-16

...

" />

</beta_MOs>

</molecular_orbitals>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

<molecular_orbitals> contains a list of all the alpha and beta molecular orbitals from

the Q-Chem output. This field is not required if no MOs are required to be plotted in

<job_parameters> (in the sample input provided, fanion.xml, we replace this field with a

filler that can generally be used if no MOs are required to be plotted but to prevent ezDyson

from crashing).

<!-- Q-CHEM INPUT IS RESTORED FROM THE "fanion.in.out" Q-CHEM OUTPUT -->

<qchem_input>

--------------------------------------------------------------

$molecule
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-1 1

F

$end

$rem

jobtype SP single point

correlation CCSD

basis aug-cc-pVTZ

purecart 111 (5D)

unrestricted false

cc_symmetry false

eom_ip_states [1]

cc_trans_prop true

ccman2 true

cc_do_dyson true

cc_t_conv 7

eom_davidson_convergence 6

print_general_basis true

$end

--------------------------------------------------------------

</qchem_input>

</root>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, the Q-Chem input is copied at the end of the xml input for book-keeping pur-

poses; it is not required for ezDyson to run.

V. OUTPUT

A. Main output

The first part of the output prints out detailed information of the input. This is useful

for checking the input, for example, if the AO basis functions were assigned properly and

the correct columns of Dyson orbitals were read. For computational efficiency, the Dyson

orbital coefficients below 1E-04 are treated as zero.

The first significant output information is the calculated norm of the Dyson orbital

(left*left, right*right and left*right) on the xyz Cartesian grid. These are given as

Norm of the Dyson orbital integrated on the grid. One should always check for

convergence of the norm to 1.0 to make sure that the xyz box used is sufficiently large.
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In calculations of photoelectron matrix elements, the tail of the Dyson orbitals plays an

important role, because spherical waves have significant density away from the core.

Xavg Yavg Zavg are the average values of the Cartesian coordinates over the left Dyson

orbital, and they define the center of the lab and molecular axes. The center is shifted

from the geometrical center to the center of the left Dyson orbital in order to ensure the

orthogonality of the photoelectron wave function and Dyson orbital (Ref. [10]). The average

square coordinates <X^2> <Y^2> <Z^2> <R^2> are useful for analyzing the size and shape

of the left Dyson orbital.

Next, the square coefficients for each of the spherical waves considered are printed in the

order of their wave vector magnitude k (in a.u.) and angular momentum l, m. After that,

for each Ek a sum of all the square coefficients is printed.

Next, the PAD is calculated for ntheta number of θ angles (by default, ntheta=101

equally spaced points are taken from 0 to 2π) around the z lab axis, (see Section II E). nkv

is the number of photoelectron k values for which the PAD is calculated, and is defined by

the user in the k_grid section of the input. PADs are not printed in this output file, but

are printed in a separate file named pad.dat. See section V B for more details.

The absolute total cross section at a certain Ek is computed using Eq. (17) and is printed

next in the output. The format is:

E=IE+E_k,eV xsec,a.u.

In the next section, we provide the total cross sections (last column of previous table)

divided by the ionizing radiation energy, E, listed by the energy of the photoelectron Ek in

eV. This format is more useful for accounting for vibrational transitions using the xsecFCF

script, as explained in Section V C (see also Ref. [10]).

β anisotropy parameters are computed using spherical harmonics Y ∗lm(k̂)Ylm(k̂) (defined

with the preferential axis along z in the case the calculation is in the molecular frame).

The columns in this part of the output correspond to:

E=IE+E_k,eV Sigma_par Sigma_perp Sigma_tot beta

sigma_tot here should be the same as the total cross section printed above under the heading

xsec, a.u.

The ezDyson input file is printed at the end of the output.
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B. Additional output files

orbitalL.dat and orbitalR.dat contain the profiles of the left and right alpha Dyson

orbital along the three axes as follows:

x L(D)Dys(x,0,0) L(R)Dys(x,0,0)*x y L(R)Dys(0,y,0) L(R)Dys(0,y,0)*y z

L(R)Dys(0,0,z) L(R)Dys(0,0,z)*z ...

pad.dat contains the PAD calculated using spherical harmonics Ylm(k̂) with z polarized

light in the format:

azimuthal_angle,radians PAD_sq_contrib(lm) PAD_cross_contrib(lml’m)

total_PAD

mosplot.dat is generated only if MO profiles were requested in the input

<job_parameters>. The format is:

z MOi(0,0,z) MOi(0,0,z)*z MOj(0,0,z) MOj(0,0,z)*z ...

All quantities in these outputs are in atomic units, unless specified otherwise.

C. Script for accounting for Franck-Condon Factors

After computing total cross sections in ezDyson, it is possible to account for vibra-

tional wave functions, as discussed in Section II D, by computing Franck-Condon Factors

(FCFs). This is done by a separate program, ezSpectrum, which is available for download at

iopenshell.usc.edu/downloads/. Cross-sections accounting for FCFs can be then com-

puted using Eq. (36). However, Eq. (36) requires summing over DIF
k for different vibronic

transitions. Since ezDyson only computes cross sections at discrete values of Ek, we should

integrate DIF
k over a range of Ek values, or, equivalently, over a range of photon energies

E, for each discrete step. Instead, we use a linear interpolation to approximate the value of

DIF
k for each vibronic transition at certain discrete values of E, which makes it possible to

sum these terms. This is done automatically by a separate script (xsecFCF) which requires

data given in the outputs of ezDyson and ezSpectrum.

The script can be found in in xmlsamples/xsecFCF. It requires two files called

FCFs.dat and xsec.dat, as shown in the same folder. The first file is simply
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an output file from ezSpectrum, usually called filename.xml.spectrum_parallel or

filename.xml.spectrum_duschinsky (depending on the options used in ezSpectrum).

This file needs to be modified by adding only one line in the beginning of the file in-

dicating the total number of FCF transitions included in the file. The second file,

xsec.dat, is just a segment copied from the ezDyson output from the section titled

”Total cross-section / E (in a.u.) vs. Ek (in eV)”, with again one additional line

indicating the number of energies for which cross sections were computed. The ionization

energy is read from FCFs.dat so it is important that the correct ionization energy is entered

in the ezSpectrum input file. Finally, please note that this script can only be used for a

vibrationally cold calculation (i.e. using low temperatures in ezSpectrum). The script will

not work correctly if the ground state is also vibrationally excited.

The script needs to be run in the same folder as FCFs.dat and xsec.dat. To run the

script, use the following command:

./xsecFCF
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